
 

Problems of the Future of Religion
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      In his famous work Return of the Sacred: Arguments Concerning the Future of Religion, (1983) American sociologist
D. Bell noticed that in the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th centuries most thinkers expected religion to
vanish in the 20th century. In the late 1800's and into the early 1900's, many sociologists thought religion would exist no
further than the beginning of the 21st century. Religion was identified with superstitions, a way of eliminating fear, a
display of secular boundedness, etc. The 20th century has substantially corrected these philosophers', sociologists', and
historians' views concerning the future of religion.
      The main factors of this correction are the tremendous political cataclysms of the last century of the 2nd millennium,
particularly two world wars that have brought numbers of casualties which had been never seen before; the exhaustion
of the progressive scheme of the perception of history, according to which mankind is developing in the ascendant
direction, in spite of some*'retreat" years; the acuteness of contemporary global problems; the appearance and spread of
weapons of mass annihilation; the approach of ecological disaster; the crisis in the orientation of Western, mainly
secular, civilization; planetary globalization and unification; the deepening and differentiation of anthropological
knowledge; and a prevalent urge to return to stable archetypes rooted in the very nature of man.
      A significant part in this process was played by the rejection of naive. attitudes towards achievements of scientific
and technological progress which' had been previously seen as a panacea to all social illnesses. The deepening! split
between the intellectual and moral conditions of the world has revealed a dramatic problem of the development of
civilization: scientific and technological progress which is not accompanied by moral progress and spiritual growth of man
leads to disastrous crises and brings mankind to the brink of self-destruction. Observing this contradiction in civilization,
Nickolay Berdyaev, even before the 2nd World War and invention of the atomic bomb, formulated very simply: "When
such terrible power is given into man's hands, his destiny depends on his spiritual condition" (The Spiritual Condition of
Contemporary Man, Πymb Magazine. 1935. p. 59).
      At the end of the 20th century, sociologists are much more optimistic in regard to the future of religion than they
were in its beginning. German religious scientist D. Goldschmidt wrote, “It should be expected that religion existed and
will exist in all societies and in all times." And, "People need God in order lo realize their lives. God will never die. Man
will not let him die." German scholar Zarnt summarizes categorically, "In the 21st century man either will not exist at all
or he will believe in God."
      The very future existence of religion, as a constitutional aspect of human experience and an integral answer to
existential questions which cannot be alienated from human culture, can hardly be questioned. However, the main
characteristics of future religion are subject to sharp discussions.
      The question of whether religion will strengthen or weaken in [he future well may be the main question of the
discussion.
      Approaching an answer to this question necessarily requires the inquirer to make a distinction between two types of
religiosity, the internal and external ones. This distinction, according to some authors, finds its roots in the times of the
early prophets and religious reformers. In the second half of the 20th century it was substantiated by contemporary
scientific methods.
      This dichotomy is indicated by different terminological pairs: "internal and external religiosity" (R. Adorneau); "the
internalized and the institutionalized" (G. Allport); "the primary and the secondary" (W. Clark); "that based on one's
personal experience, and that based on submission to commonly-accepted norms" (R. Allen and B. Spilka), etc.
      Those who make a distinction between external piety, where religion serves as a means to achieve one's goals
which lay beyond its limits, and inner religiosity based on personal experience, prove that the use of displays of external
religiosity as indicators of inner religiosity is a methodological mistake of many researchers.
      G. Allport's attempt to operationalize the notion of an "internally religious individual" on the scale of religious
orientation allowed him to put into the forefront the attitude to religion as to an independent goal (in contrary to using it
as a means). In addition to this, S. Watson introduces the orientation to religion as to a search. This search is not
necessarily connected lo a formal religious institution. It is caused by tensions, contradictions, and tragedies in the
personal lives of individuals who constantly ask themselves questions about the final meaning of the life of man and
society. At the same time, it should be noted that the research that used Allport-Ross' scale of individual religious
orientation confirmed the significance of the distinction. While external religiosity is correlated with prejudices, eth-
nocentrism, authoritarianism, etc., the internal one is not.
      In this context, the ideas and researches held by American psychologist A. Maslow sound very interesting. He
considers the evolution of particular religions LO develop in two directions: a "mystical" and individual one on one hand,
and a legal and organizational one on the other. Both these directions are inherent in a truly religious person. In his own
eyes, such a person acts similarly to his peers. Yet, his actions are never taken as merely formal and external. At the
same time, most people forget their subjective religious feelings, lose them, and then start to consider religion as an



aggregate of particular habits, behavioral acts, and dogmas. Finally, for these people religiosity becomes a
"bureaucratic," conditional, and internally empty form of behavior. More or less, this deep religiosity is inherent in most
believers of the official Church in response lo certain cues (singing psalms, organ music, candles, the smell of incense,
etc.). In such conditions, the feeling of the sacred frees them from the need to come back to analogous experiences at
some other time. In other words, the "religiosity" of some life episodes brings the secularization of the others. Real
religiosity means the ability of a person to experience transcendence in any time and under any conditions. According to
A. Maslow, mankind has two religions: that of those who have the higher experiences, and that of those who don't. 
      German sociologist F. Kaufmann suggests a difference between widely spread social/psychological precepts on the
one hand, characterized in the results of institutionally-oriented processes of socialisation, and on the other hand, ideal
complexes which are built into the subject and based on individual integral achievements. While the first phenomenon is
defined as "ecclesiasticism," the second one is defined as "religiosity".
      F. Kaufmann's methodological considerations allow us to see a problem which, in one way or another, has been
mentioned by church patriarchs, religious prophets, parish priests, and historians of many times and nations. The
problem may be stated thusly: on the basis of fragmentary social and historical knowledge of piety, church discipline,
and past church practice one can come to the conclusion that "personal faith" in most epochs of church history was not
a mass and all-embracing phenomenon. The interrelation between church teaching and faith is a long-term problem of
the Church, not just a problem of modem times. "The news is the fact that the subject is a source of changeableness,
while in the past there was a wider variety of social groups, layers, and spheres of culture."
      Perhaps we must agree that such ideas, especially if they are to some extent verified by sociological and
psychological research, make doubtful Carl Marx's explanation of religion as a display of the "secular limitedness" fully
determined by social conditions (though they don't deny the rational part of Marx's theory of religion). While famous
German sociologist K. Koenig slated that religion consecutively grows from social existence, he also noticed that starting
from some moment it gets separated from social reality. From this moment, "religion crystallizes within itself and
becomes a spiritual system which separately withstands social reality."
      In the second half of our century, the presence of a "transcendental feature," which is considered by some
researchers as an innate spiritual sign of man which distinguishes him from an animal (O. Wilman), does not seem to be
a "connivance of theology." In general, the secular sociology of religion, having once radically parted from theology, in
our day finds a common ground with it in many aspects, particularly in the realization of religion as a constant factor in
human existence. (For all of that, the problem of a transcendental source for faith remains a question where sociology
and theology radically disagree.)
      One further differentiation has a principal capacity for modelling the future of religion. It has to do with making a
distinction between individual religiosity and religious culture which is an attribute of certain social cultural, and ethnic
groups and whole nations. Researchers define religious culture as the religious saturation of a whole social and cultural
space assimilated by one or another group, the state of the mechanism of transferring the religious experience from the
older generations to the younger, the level of development of the religious complex, and faithfulness to a certain church
institution. Global sociological researches of the early 1990's in many countries showed a tremendous difference
between levels of this culture. Moreover, this difference is not correlated with the level of economical development of the
country and its political system, but is a complex combination of a large number of social, historical, psychological, and
cultural elements. Among these elements, the part played by religious institutions at times of formation and development
of the nation is very significant.
      Thus, first the acknowledgment of the fact that religion remains significant on the individual level does not contradict
its ability to introduce changes to social life. It is evident that in the course of history, politics, law, and morality became
separated from religion, which used to be the all-embracing Universal. Religion becomes more and more "private," it
leaves the public sphere so as to secure its part in the individual one. Second, these changes cannot be the same for
countries with different types of religious culture. And finally, one must take into account the fact that researchers have
no common opinion about the contemporary state of religion. While some say that the official religions are declining and
more and more people accept an empirical and materialistic worldview ("the industrial understanding of the world"),
others criticize these statements as lacking grounds, and point out that now religion has unprecedented support and its
institutions are about to reach their golden age, namely because now they can be engaged in religion itself, and not in,
for instance, politics or law.
      Such differences lead us to pessimistic evaluations of the ability to forecast the future for religious institutions. The
authors of a work named Religion in Contemporary Society published in the USA in 1981 noticed that "one cannot find
reliable statements for a basis upon which to come to a conclusion about the decline or prosperity of religious
institutions."
      English researcher A. Barker points out that her 25 years of experience studying new religious movements leads her
to abstain from forecasts for the future. Forecasts that prolong today's ascending tendencies into the future and ignore
descendant processes, as well as local forecasts of "isolated phenomena" which do not take into account a possible
development in a wider context, are most unreliable. 
      For instance, some recent forecasts for the future development of the Roman Catholic Church were based on the
reconciliation of contradictions within the administrative/theological complex of the church, and did not consider the



possibility of a radical change in the geopolitical situation which, for its part, was anticipated by some Western political
scientists. For instance, Jesuit professor M. Martin, a profound expert on the Vatican "from the inside," basing himself
on his own experience of inter-church tendencies, wrote in the early 80's that "for ten, at most twenty, years religion will
have no influence on social processes... The Pope of the transitional epoch will have no other choice but to see the
decline of the Church..." However, the fall of the communistic regimes in the Eastern European countries created a
completely new situation for the Roman Catholic Church that had I had a tremendous influence on the non-violent
character of this fall. On the other hand, the openness of the Church to new ideas and the ability to pro duce such ideas
turned out to be much greater than had followed from a static analysis of the processes in Catholicism under the
conditions of the stable bipolarity of the world. M. Martin's forecast turned out to be not only inaccurate, but completely
false.
      Besides this, wholistic concepts of the social process negatively influence the exactness of forecasts in general and
forecasts of religion in particular. They do not take into account contradictions within society and the: complicated
balance of diversity of tendencies whereby the deepening of social differentiation helps the social organism to
accumulate more and more various segments. Under such conditions, in addition to the main tendencies, the forecast
must also consider the existence of tendencies that oppose the main ones,
      Analyzing key periods in the history of religions and existing tendencies, one can assume that religion as a whole
will be more pluralistic in the future. It is absolutely obvious that the old will, one way or another, either peacefully or in
conflict, coexist with the new. After all, all elements of the church and theological complex are continually undergoing
revision. whether more or less radically. Things that are firmly traditional now, once were new. The universal will
continue to coexist with the exclusive; the strict and simple doctrines of the fundamentalists will keep on coexisting with
the all-embracing nature of intellectual religions. The return to the spiritual practices of Hesychasm (the mystical teaching
of the Athos Monastery monks of the 14th century) does not exclude the growth of the number of adherents of the
"planetary brain" religion, according to which the Earth is an integral living being having rivers seen as its circulatory
system, the change of day and night as its pulse, mankind as its global brain, and each human being as a nerve cell.
      The huge number of religious systems will probably be one of the main features of the future religious picture of the
world.
      Now let us consider in more detail some possible tendencies for the development of religion in the beginning of the
next millennium.
      The process of distinctive religious convergence as more and more people brought up in Christianity convert to the
Oriental religions and vice versa may become more visible. Actually one can see quite sound sprouts of this tendency
starting from the last third of the 20th century when sociologists started talking about the "Orientalization" of the West
when the fascination for Oriental religious teachings was widely spread among young people. At the same time,
Christianity acquired more and more adherents among the young students of the Eastern countries. The situation in
Japan of the mid-60's was particularly interesting: while the percentage of Christians was 0.7% of the population of the
country, almost half of religious male students and two thirds of believing female students considered themselves
Christians. According to the researches of Singapore sociologists in the I990's, the most educated, mobile, and
prosperous part of Singaporean society, those striving for higher standards of living, are giving up Taoism and the
traditional Chinese way of living and accepting Christianity. Such changes can increase in the planetary scope. They will
take place alongside more global processes, the rationalization of the "alogical East" and the urge to cure the West with
Oriental spirituality. In our day, the religious practices and concepts of the East are certainly becoming part of the
Western cultural and spiritual context. Attempts to synthesize Western and Eastern religions will not weaken in the post-
Soviet countries where the decades-long separation from tradition resulted in a superficial withdrawal of people from
religion. This will produce future attempts to eclectically "supplement" Christianity with Eastern teachings and
philosophical systems.
      It is obvious that the interest of European intellectuals and the middle class in Islam will not decline. Though the
scope of this interest must not be exaggerated, the "physical" presence of adherents of Islam in the European and North
American countries will keep on increasing as a result of migration processes. There were 20 million Muslims in Europe
and 5 million Muslims in the United States in the mid-1990's.
      From the point of view of forecasting the future of religion, it is interesting to look at the evolution of Buddhism. In
the countries where it was persecuted in the colonial period (Sri Lanka, Burma, and Thailand), Buddhism became the
banner of the struggle for national independence. At the same time in the Eastern Asian countries (Taiwan, Korea, and
Japan) under the influence of industrial society, Confucianism turned out to be more adequate to the new social
conditions. In Japan, Buddhism even got a name as a "funeral religion" because it paid a lot of attention to the ritual
aspects. However, since the end of the last century the West has expressed a great interest in Buddhism. Japanese
researcher of Buddhism M. Hayashi formulated three points about the contemporary state of Buddhism in the world:
Japanese Buddhism is becoming a ritual industry, South-Eastern Buddhism becomes a means of the struggle for the
national independence, while Western Buddhism becomes a meditative practice. Hayashi forecasts a future Western
expansion of Buddha's teaching. However, one can also observe the growth of Buddhism in its traditional regions.
      The process of mutual penetration of religions tendencies provokes a reaction from the isolationist and
fundamentalist movements. It is absolutely obvious that this is the reason for the recent growth of Hindu and Islamic



fundamentalism. Some religions are especially opposed to any possibility of such penetration. As a rule, for these
religions the ethnic, cultural, and confessional frameworks are practically the same. First of all, this is true for Shinto and
Judaism.
      Possible directions of changes in the world configuration of the Christian churches and denominations are
particularly interesting. The twentieth century is marked by an active shift of Christianity from the North to the South,
towards the countries of the third world. For instance, in 1990, 63.1% of all Catholics lived in Europe, 0.8% in Africa, and
22.1% in Latin America. But in the course of the 20th century the confessional situation of many African countries
changed entirely. If in Cameroon in the beginning of the century only 0.4% of the population were Christian, by 1980 it
was 55.5%; in Congo the corresponding numbers are 2.5% and 93%; in Zaire, 1.4% and 94.5%; in Angola, 0.6% and
90%, etc. In the late 60's and into the early 70's the annual growth of the number of Christians in Africa south of the
Sahara Desert was 2.8% because of the natural growth in population and 2.2% from conversions (a total of 7.5 million
people per year).
      At the same time, within this period the percentage of Christians in
some European countries decreased: from 99.3% to 80.1 % in France; from 99.7% to 83.6% in Italy; and from 96.5% to
85.7% in the Netherlands.
      Taking into account the demographic, migratory, ethnic, cultural, and confessional processes, some specialists
expect 45.5% of Catholics to live in Latin America by the year of 2000, while this number will be 13% in Africa and
22.1% in Europe.
      However, this southern expansion of Christianity will obviously slow down in the future. First of all, the missionary
basis for this movement has been significantly narrowed. In 1985, only 1.9% of the planet's population believed in tribal
religions, which used to be the main object for missions in the third world countries. Besides this, in these countries
Christianity inevitably conflicts with Islam. The dramatic sharpening of this conflict takes one of the central places in
many futurological schemes. At the end of the 20th century, the Islamic centers launched a large-scale missionary work
in western and eastern Africa. It is expected that in many regions Islam will win this competition with Christianity, though
many Muslim missionaries consider the main threat to their activity not Christianity, but Western materialism; not the
message of Jesus, but modernism; not the European-like Church, but Western capitalism (E. Mazrui). The success of
Christianity in Africa will depend on the extent to which it manages to become part of a specific ethnic and cultural
context. In general, for Christianity the gradual loss of its Eurocentric face creates a new global situation which sees a
growth in the number of independent churches and syncretic cults which mix Christianity with local religious beliefs. The
strengthening of this tendency is observed starting from the second half of our century. Today, there are several
thousand so-called "African independent churches" in Africa, that is, churches which have separated from the traditional
churches and denominations. By the year 2000, it is expected that 470 tribes and 30 million people will be members of
such movements.
      A similar process is expected in Latin America, especially in Brazil. Possibly, the members of such communities will
not break with Catholicism, and then the situation in Brazil will be similar to the Japanese one where, according to
official statistics, the number of members of various religious organizations exceed the population, because many
Japanese are members of two or more communities, for instance Shinto and Buddhism.
      The situation in Protestantism can also hardly be forecast. According to the calculations of sociologist M. Martin, in
1985 there were 21,104 various groups which could be named Protestant. Their number grew by approximately 5 per
week. There is a tremendous difference between these groups: liberal, conservative, evangelical, fundamental,
charismatic, ascetic, romantic, and other kinds of Protestantism.
      In the end of the 20th century, the United States remains the main territorial base for Protestantism. S. Kimbell, one
the leading researchers of community life in the USA, noted that if one wished to know everything about the principal
American values, it would be enough to attend all the meetings of a local Methodist Church and listen to what was said
there. At the same time, specialists talk about the spread of a so-called "consumer Protestantism", which along with
itself exports North-American life values and standards beyond the boundaries of the USA and Canada, first of all to
Latin America and Africa. Pentecostal communities are considered to be the leaders in spreading this spirit; this may
partly explain their rapid growth in the Western hemisphere. This growth is also expected to take place in the beginning
of the 3rd millennium.
      The so-called "minoritization" of Christianity, that is, the decrease of the percentage of Christians in the population, is
also a problem of the future of religion. In the mid-1990's there were 1,624 million Christians in the world, while Muslims
numbered 860 million, Hindus 365 million, and Buddhists 310 million. However, the population of the planet is growing
among peoples which traditionally are not Christian. This means that even in the first century of the third millennium
Christianity, which during the two last millennia was dynamically and sometimes even aggressively expanding all over
the world, may become subject to the proselytization activity of other religions. Under such conditions, on one hand
there must grow tendencies toward dialogue with other religions in Christianity, and on the other hand a conservative
and isolationist wave which is yet not very wide is also to be expected.
      At the same time, the "minoritization" of Christianity at a time when the world will become more and more "godless"
(on the eve of the 21st century, there are 836 million unbelievers and 225 million atheists on the planet) may become a
factor in the strengthening of the ecumenical movement. This can hardly lead to the Christian unity which existed in the



first millennium. More likely, it will be not an administrative and church union, but a legitimization of the existing
pluralism among the Christian communities of different confessions. Probably, it will even bring them to the highest
manifestation of unity, that is, joint communion. However, one cannot expect such a unity to happen in the nearest
future.
      At the same time, possible directions of this rapprochement maybe forecast, particularly between Orthodoxy and the
Catholics. Perhaps, Orthodoxy will first try to find solutions to the problems which impede the calling of an All-Orthodox
Council. The hardest of these problems are the issues of social service, participation in the ecumenical movement, etc.
      There are also many important problems on this theme to be solved by the Catholics on their part. The Pope's
primacy is the hardest of them. Obviously, the heads of the Roman-Catholic Church will have to continue the efforts of
John Paul II in the search for a new form of understanding of the Pope's ministry "which, under no circumstances
renouncing its essence, would be open to the new situation." (That Ail of Them May Be One Encyclical, June 25, 1995).
      There are other problems yet to be solved on the way to Orthodox-Catholic rapprochement. Those are: opposition in
connection with the growth of the Catholic presence in the Eastern European countries, a different understanding of the
problem of proselytism, the inacceptance by Orthodoxy of the reality of the fact that the Uniat churches have come out
from the "catacombs” in post-communist Europe, and the difference of the conditions of the dialogue; while the 960-
million-member Catholic Church is consolidated, the 160 million members of Orthodoxy are divided into local churches.
      There are also problems within Orthodoxy yet to be solved. These problems are related to the urge of a number of
churches towards independence and the opposite desire of the other churches to keep them in their field of gravity. This
process accompanies the development of the ex-Soviet countries and Yugoslavia. Solutions to these problems can
hardly be expected to be found in the near future.
      The continuation in central Eastern Europe of the conflict between the historical churches and foreign missions,
primarily of North-American and Korean origin, is also obvious.
      All these factors can throw off the perspective of mutual understanding among Christians. However, in the remote
future it may significantly change the religious situation in the world. It is not excluded that Ukraine, where the Christian
West and East have come imminently together, is destined to play a special part in this process.
      It is also expected that the settlement of the multilateral inter-church conflict in Ukraine will not happen in the near
future. This is especially true for the situation in Orthodoxy, which is quite an accurate reflection of the social and
political state of Ukrainian society of the end of the twentieth century. It is a consequence of a difference in the levels of
the national and church conscience, the altered connection with the former parent state, and even different historical
memories. Attempts to settle this conflict by means of the social and political technologies of past centuries are doomed
to fail. One can expect that the ascendance of Ukrainian Orthodoxy will take place not as a result of unofficial
agreements, restructuring in the hierarchy, or one or another political decisions of the leadership of the country, but
through a deep spiritual renewal coming up "from below." The 21st-century Church will have the people's character,
much more "secular" than it has now. The identity of Orthodoxy will shift towards communities of creative laymen united
by common faith, religious and cultural interests. The established barriers between the three levels of the Church
(laymen, priests, and bishops) will fade away.
      A return to the old and seemingly forgotten forms is also very possible. In other words, alongside the contemporary
forms of church life one can expect a revival of mass pilgrimages, spreading mystic (for instance, Hesychastic) groups
and seminars, the growth in popularity of wonder-working icons, etc. In general, the future of Orthodoxy and Catholicism
in Ukraine will to a large extent depend upon their ability to join tradition to an orientation to the future. That is why
principal changes in the character of the Church can hardly be expected in the next century. The electronic sermon will
not replace the live church service. The liturgy will remain the center of spiritual life of the historical churches. At the
same time, the things which now are on the periphery will come closer to the center. Such things are missionary activity,
theological education of laymen, and, finally, the organization of full-fledged parish life.
      The social service of the historical churches will strengthen and become more varied. At the same time, it will
receive a deeper theological basis. This process must certainly be synchronized with a restoration of the proper social
status of the Church. However, this will not take place in the next few years. It is particularly true for Orthodoxy, which
does not have its own "theology of post-totalitarianism" and is quite painfully finding its way under the new social
conditions.
      However, the social activity of the Church has its limits. The hierarchy at the end of the twentieth century has
expressed a concern of some churches (particularly, the Anglican) possibly turning into distinctive social services and of
the ecumenical organizations (first of all, the World Church Council) acting on a horizontal level. The future need in the
"prayer vertical" will not decline, but become more vital. One can easily see that the historical churches will pay more
attention to this. Their heritage contains a treasure house of spiritual practices which now are actually blocked by
formalistic stratifications. The actualization of such practices may become a sound response of the historical churches to
the newest religious movements. This may also bring a second wind to the historical churches. It is feasible that
Protestantism could turn to the spiritual practices of the former, undivided Christianity, offering to the Catholics and
Orthodox the Protestant social dynamism and openness to the world.
      While the newer religious movements will almost certainly be institutionalized, Orthodoxy and Catholicism may face
the opposite process, being forced to become less and less bureaucratic and formalistic. English sociologist D. Martin



called this tendency the "fear of the institution." Church will show up more and more in the sphere of symbols and
values, but not in its closeness to the power structures. It will seemingly move towards “open Christianity,” while the
"theology of fear” will be left behind; the Church will shift from the "level of power" to the "level of love." (J. Delaumeau).
      For the Protestant communities of Ukraine, the following will become the determining tendencies for some period of
time: (1) the overcoming of dissent stratifications which resulted from many years of external pressure which was hostile
to their values; and (2) the search for an optimal community model which would combine the great inner discipline of its
members with the expressive religious dominance in their consciousness which will stand unchanged by secular
influences and increasing social activity. One can see that in a short space of time the social and demographic structure
of the Protestant communities will become adequate to the surrounding social structure, from which it differed noticeably
during Soviet times when the Protestants were less educated, had a lower social status, etc. It is to be expected that
the Protestant communities will consist of younger, more mobile, and generally more well-to-do people than society as a
whole. A congregationalist path of development of Protestantism in Ukraine is also possible. This will mean the
appearance of a large number of communities created according to ethnic, educational, cultural, and regional
characteristics; these communities will be barely connected with each other.
      The future growth of so-called neo-Protestant movements, those created in the early 1990's by foreign missions,
may be anticipated. The complex of factors which has made neo-Protestantism a success in Ukraine and oilier countries
of the former USSR will keep acting through the beginning of the next century. In addition, a redistribution among the
Protestants to the benefit of the neo-Protestants is possible. The neo-Protestants (and the Charismatics first of all)
practice extremely emotional worship with elements of Afro-American cult practices and offer a very simplified and
primitive concept of the meaning of life along with a specific youth subculture, attractive for this generation of young men
and women.
      The future of the newest religious movements is a special problem. The wave of such movements, many of which
were created as far back as in the l950’s (the Church of Scientology, the Unification Church, etc.), conquered the West
in the 1960's, and reached its peak at the end of the 1970's. At once, the so-called "anti-cult movement" was created,
founded as a result of the tragedy in Guyana in 1978 when over 900 adherents of the "People's Temple" perished. In
the 80's many movements experienced a decline or completely vanished, while others continued to develop. The
demographic structure of these new movements also changed: they grew older and there came a new generation which
became socialized inside them. However, the children in these movements are significantly different from their parents
who have deliberately chosen to participate in those movements and created their main values. It may be said that not
all the cults have endured the generation change; those which have, did it by way of becoming more and more
institutionalized. Some have become intertwined into the social fabric of the West and become a noticeable element of
the new culture (programs and courses on "neospiritual" practices are being paid by famous corporations; many
concepts and religious beliefs - for instance, transmigration - are widely accepted by Europeans). Finally, their intensive
spread in the post-totalitarianism areas has become a noticeable feature of these new movements.
      The crisis of traditional religious institutions, rapid social changes, and the sharpening of global problems indicate
that at least Western civilization is on the edge of a possible change in its religious paradigm. It is not necessarily the
case that such a change will be based on recently established religious movements. There may appear completely new
movements. Today we can see that alongside visibly authoritarian cults, so-called ''ecological religion" and "galactic
religions" are rapidly developing at the other value pole. Attempts to synthesize the rational with the mystic coexist with
the strengthening of fundamentalism, in Islam as well as, for instance. Protestantism.
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